Abstract. Verification of probabilistic systems is usually based on variants of Markov processes. For systems with continuous dynamics, Markov processes are generated using discrete approximation methods. These methods assume an exact model of the dynamic behavior. However, realistic systems operate in the presence of uncertainty and variability and they are described by uncertain models. In this paper, we address the problem of probabilistic verification of uncertain systems using Boundedparameter Markov Decision Processes (BMDPs). Proposed by Givan, Leach and Dean [1], BMDPs are a generalization of MDPs that allow modeling uncertainty. In this paper, we first show how discrete approximation methods can be extended for modeling uncertain systems using BMDPs. Then, we focus on the problem of maximizing the probability of reaching a set of desirable states, we develop a iterative algorithm for probabilistic verification, and we present a detailed mathematical analysis of the convergence results. Finally, we use a robot path-finding application to demonstrate the approach.
Introduction
Verification of probabilistic systems is usually based on variants of Markov processes. For systems with continuous dynamics, Markov processes are generated using discrete approximation methods. Probabilistic verification aims at establishing bounds on the probabilities of certain events. Typical problems include the maximum and the minimum probability reachability problems, where the objective is to compute the control policy that maximizes the probability of reaching a set of desirable states, or minimize the probability of reaching an unsafe set. Algorithms for verification of MDPs have been presented in [2, 3] . These methods assume an exact model of the dynamic behavior for defining the transition probabilities. However, realistic systems operate in the presence of uncertainty and variability and they are described by uncertain models. Existing verification methods are insufficient for dealing with such uncertainty.
In this paper, we address the problem of probabilistic verification of uncertain systems using Bounded-parameter Markov Decision Processes (BMDPs). Proposed by Givan, Leach and Dean [1] , BMDPs are a generalization of MDPs that allows modeling uncertainty. A BMDP can be viewed as a set of exact MDPs (sharing the same state and action space) specified by intervals of transition probabilities and rewards. Policies are compared on the basis of interval value functions. Optimistic and pessimistic criteria for optimality are used to define partial order relations between pairs of interval value functions.
Our approach is motivated by a robot path-finding application. Under uncertainty, the motion of the robot can be described by a set of stochastic differential equations with uncertain parameters. We show how discrete approximation methods can be extended for modeling such uncertain systems using BMDPs. Although we focus on a robotic example, the approach can be extended for probabilistic verification of stochastic hybrid (discrete-continuous) systems [4] .
The paper focuses on the problem of maximizing the probability of reaching a set of desirable states. We develop a iterative algorithm for probabilistic verification, and we present a detailed mathematical analysis of the convergence results. The results presented in [1] are for dynamic programming methods assuming a discounted reward criterion. A discount factor of less than 1 ensures the convergence of the iterative methods for the interval value functions. Probabilistic verification for BMDPs can be formulated based on the Expected Total Reward Criterion (ETRC) for MDPs [5] . Under ETRC, the discount factor is set to 1, and the convergence of the iterative algorithms for BMDPs is more involved because the iteration operators are no longer contraction mappings. Furthermore, the interval value function may be not well defined unless proper restrictions on the intervals of transition probabilities and rewards are applied. Based on the ETRC, we solve the maximum probability reachability problems for BMDPs. Finally, we demonstrate our approach using a robot path-finding application.
Variants of uncertain MDPs have been also studied in [6] [7] [8] [9] . These approaches consider a discounted reward. In addition, the work [10] considers an average performance criterion. Probabilistic verification of uncertain systems is a significant problem which requires an undiscounted criterion and cannot be treated with these algorithms.
In the next section, we review the basic notions of BMDPs. In Section 3, we explain how we can use BMDPs to model uncertain systems. In Section 4, we formulate and solve the maximum probability reachability problem for BMDPs. In Section 5, we present a robot path-finding application to demonstrate our approach. We close with conclusions and some future directions in Section 6.
Bounded-parameter Markov Decision Processes
We first review some basic notions of BMDPs, establish the notation that we use in this paper, and briefly summarize the main results in [1] .
A BMDP is a four tuple M = Q, A,F ,R 1 where Q is a set of states, A is a set of actions,R is an interval reward function that maps each q ∈ Q to a closed interval of real values [R(q), R(q)], andF is an interval state-transition distribution so that for p, q ∈ Q and α ∈ A,
For any action α and state p, the sum of the lower bounds ofF p,q (α) over all states q is required to be less than or equal to 1, while the sum of the upper bounds is required to be greater than or equal to 1.
A BMDP M defines a set of exact MDPs.
for any α ∈ A and p, q ∈ Q, then we say M ∈ M. To simplify discussions, in the following paragraphs the rewards are assumed to be tight, i.e. a single value. The approaches in this paper can be easily generalized to the case of interval rewards.
A policy is a mapping from states to actions, π : Q → A. We use Π to denote the set of stationary Markov policies. The policy in this paper is restricted to be in Π. For any policy π and state p, the interval value function of π at p is a closed interval defined aŝ
where
where 0 < γ < 1 is called the discount factor.
The interval policy evaluation operator IV I π for each state p is defined as
and V I M,π : V → V is the policy evaluation operator for the exact MDP M and policy
To define the π-minimizing MDP M (π), we only need to compute its transition function F M(π) . Let q 1 , q 2 , ..., q k (k = |Q|) be an ordering of Q so that V (q i ) V (q j ) for any 1 i < j k. Let r be the index 1 r k which
The definition of the π-maximizing MDP is similar. In order to define the optimal value function for a BMDP, two different orderings on closed real intervals are introduced:
Then the optimistic optimal value functionV opt and the pessimistic optimal value functionV pes are given bŷ
respectively. The value interation forV opt is used when the agent aims at maximizing the upper bound V whileV pes is used when the agent aims at maximizing the lower bound V . In the subsequent sections, we focus on the optimistic case for the optimal interval value functions. Unless noted, results for the pessimistic case can be inferred analogously.
The interval value iteration operator IV I opt for each state p is defined as
Due to the nature of ≤ opt , IV I opt evaluates actions primarily based on the interval upper bounds, breaking ties on the lower bounds. For each state, the action that maximizes the lower bound is chosen from the subset of actions that equally maximize the upper bound. Hence (1) can be rewritten as
and for any q ∈ Q,
Methods similar to those used in proving the convergence of total discounted reward optimality for exact MDPs can be used to prove that iterating IV I opt converges toV opt . Detailed proofs of convergence results can be found in [1] .
In this section, we describe how BMDPs can be generated for uncertain systems and we illustrate the approach using a robot-path finding application. Consider a continuous system with dynamics described by a stochastic differential equation (SDE) dx = f (x, u)dt + σ(x)dw where x ∈ X is the state of the system, u ∈ U is the control action, σ(x) is a diffusion term of appropriate dimensions, and w(t) is a Wiener process. The SDE is approximated by a controlled Markov process that evolves in a state space that is a discretization of the state space X. The criterion which must be satisfied by the approximating MDP is local consistency [11] . Local consistency means that the conditional mean and covariance of the MDP are proportional to the local mean and covariance of the original process. An approximation parameter h analogous to a "finite element size" parameterizes the approximating Markov process. As h goes to zero, the local properties of the MDP resemble the local properties of the original stochastic process.
The transition probabilities of the MDP can be computed systematically from the parameters of the SDE (details can be found in [11] ). If the diffusion matrix a(x) = σ(x)σ T (x) is diagonal and we consider a uniform grid with e i denoting the unit vector in the i th direction, the transition probabilities are
and a + = max{a, 0} and a − = max{−a, 0}. The approximation described above assumes that the system model is known exactly. For many practical systems, however, model parameters are not known exactly. Uncertain continuous systems are usually modeled assuming that some parameters take values in a pre-defined (usually convex) set. In this case, the approximation outlined above will result in BMDPs where the transition probabilities are replaced by interval transition probabilities.
In the following, we illustrate the approximation approach with a robotpath finding example. For simplicity, we assume that mobile robots operate in planar environments and we do not model the orientation or any nonholonomic constraints. The behavior of the robot is described by
where (x, y)
T is the coordinate of the robot, (u 1 , u 2 ) T is the control input representing the command velocity, and w(t) is a Wiener process modeling noise. Figure 1(a) shows the original model of the operating environment of the robot. The robot is initially at the lower left corner and the destination is at the upper right corner. We discretize the robot's operating environment using a uniform grid and we assume that there are only 4 control actions, {Up, Down, Left, Right}. As shown in Figure 1(b) , we also approximate the position of the robot, the destination, and the obstacles as MDP states. Consider a fixed control T : u i ∈ [u i , u i ]}, then the interval transition probabilities can be computed bŷ
Assuming that U is compact, the function F has well-defined extrema. The intervals can be computed either analytically if the functions F are monotone with respect to the uncertain parameters or using numerical optimization methods. Thus, for each state-action pair we obtain an interval for the transition probabilities and by repeating for all state-action pairs we obtain a BMDP model. Note that in our approach, (4) and (5) are applied to one dimension of the uncertain system at a time, so the approach is actually applicable to more general systems in higher dimensions than the above robotic example.
Maximum Probability Reachability Problem
In this section, we formulate the maximum probability reachability problem, we present a value iteration algorithm, and we analyze its convergence.
Interval Expected Total Reward for BMDPs
In this paper, we are primarily interested in the problem of maximizing the probability that the agent will reach a desirable set of states. By solving this problem, we can establish bounds on the probabilities of reaching desirable configurations used in probabilistic verification of discrete systems. This problem can be formulated using the Expected Total Reward Criterion (ETRC) for BMDPs (see 
We may regard these as the expected total discounted reward with a discount factor γ = 1. However, for γ = 1 the convergence results in [1] no longer hold, because the iteration operators IV I π , IV I opt and IV I pes are not contraction mappings. Furthermore, the interval value function may not be well defined unless proper restrictions on the intervals of the transition probabilities and rewards are applied.
For simplicity, we use vector notation. For example, R and V are column vectors, whose i-th element is respectively the scalar reward and value function of the i-th state p i ; F M is the transition probability function of MDP M and F M,π is the transition probability matrix of the Markov Chain reduced from M when given a policy π, whose (i, j)-th element is the probability of transitioning from state p i to state p j when executing action π(p i ).
Let R + (q) = max{R(q), 0} and R − (q) = max{−R(q), 0} and define
Since the summands are non-negative, both of the above limits exist Consider the optimal interval value functionsV opt defined in Section 2. The following theorem establishes the optimality equation for the ETRC and shows that the optimal interval value function is a solution of the optimality equation.
Theorem 1 Suppose Assumption 1 holds. Then (a) The upper bound of the optimal interval value function V opt satisfies the equation
The lower bound of the optimal interval value function V opt,W satisfies the equation
for any value function W and the associated action selection function (3) 4 .
Based on Theorem 1, the value iteration operator IV I opt can be defined as in Equation (1) . The following lemma establishes the monotonicity of the iteration operators.
Lemma 2 Suppose U and V are value functions in V with U ≤ dom V , then (a) IV I opt (U ) ≤ dom IV I opt (V ), (b) IV I opt,W (U ) ≤ dom IV I opt,W (V ) for any value function W and the associated action selection function (3).
Lemma 2 also suggests that the iteration operator IV I opt has the following property: for anyÛ ≤ optV inV, IV I opt (Û ) ≤ opt IV I opt (V ). These properties are essential in the proof of the convergence results of the interval value iteration algorithm.
Clearly, Assumption 1 is necessary for any computational approach. In the general case for the expected total reward criterion (ETRC), we cannot validate that the assumption holds. However, in the maximum probability reachability problem, the (interval) value function is interpreted as (interval) probability and therefore Assumption 1 can be easily validated as shown in Section 4.3.
Interval Value Iteration for Non-negative BMDP models
In order to prove convergence of the value iteration, we consider the following assumptions in addition to Assumption 1:
If a BMDP is consistent with both Assumption 2 and 3, it is a non-negative BMDP model, and its value function under the ETRC is called non-negative interval expected total reward. Note that Assumption 3 implies Assumption 1, so Theorem 1 and Lemma 2 hold for non-negative BMDP models. Lemma 3 suggests thatV opt is the minimal solution of the optimality equation, and Theorem 4 establishes the convergence result of interval value iteration for non-negative BMDPs.
Lemma 3 Suppose Assumption 2 and 3 hold. Then (a) V opt is the minimal solution of V = IV I opt (V ) in V + , where
+ for any value function W and the associated action selection function (3). 
Verification Based on Non-negative BMDP models
An instance of the maximum probability reachability problem for BMDPs consists of a BMDP M = Q, A,F , R together with a destination set T ⊆ Q. The objective of maximum probability reachability problem is to determine, for all p ∈ Q, the maximum interval probability of starting from p and finally reaching any state in
U M,π and U M,π are probabilities and therefore by definition take values in [0, 1]. Thus, the interval value function satisfies Assumption 1. Note that U M,π (p) can be computed recursively by
In order to transform the Maximum Probability Reachability Problem to a problem solvable by interval value iteration, we add a terminal state r with transition probability 1 to itself on any action, let all the destination states in T be absorbed into the terminal state, i.e., transition to r with probability 1 on any action, and set the reward of each destination state to be 1 and of every other state to be 0. Thus we form a new BMDP model M = Q ,Ã,F ,R , wherẽ Q = Q ∪ {r},Ã = A and for any p, q ∈Q, and α ∈ Ã
SinceR(r) = 0, by the structure ofF p,q , it is clear that V M,π (r) will not be affected by the values of any states. For any p ∈ Q
Specifically, for p ∈ T
From (9), (10) and (11), it follows that U M,π is equivalent to V M,π . Similarly, U M,π is equivalent to V M,π . Thereforê
The BMDP M constructed as described above is consistent with Assumption 3, so the interval value function for each state exists, which suggests that the MPRP for M can be solved using the algorithm presented in Section 4.1. Further, M satisfies Assumption 2, and therefore the convergence is characterized by Theorem 4.
Note that we don't assume the existence of a proper policy. Convergence is guaranteed without this assumption. In the case of the maximum probability reachability problem, if there is not proper policy (for a particular state) then the algorithm will simply compute the corresponding interval value function (probability) as [0, 0]. The approach can be used to validate the existence of a proper policy and actually this is one of the ways that probabilistic verification algorithms can be used in practice.
Experimental Results
This section illustrates the approach using a robot path-finding application. In our model, an action succeeds with interval probability [0.75, 0.9] and moves in any other direction with interval probability [0.05, 0.1]. For instance, if the robot choose the action "Up", the probability of reaching the adjacent grid to its north is within [0.75, 0.9], the probability of reaching each of the other adjacent grids is within [0.05, 0.1]. We also assume the robot will stay where it is with a probability in the same interval probability as if it is not out of bound. Obstacle grids are treated as absorbing states, i.e. transition to itself with interval probability [1, 1] on any action. The goal is to find a policy that maximizes the interval probability that the robot will reach the destination from the initial position.
The layout of the gridworld used in our simulation is shown in Figure 2 (a). The (blue) cell in the lower left corner is the initial position of the robot. The (red) grid in the upper right corner is the destination. The (grey) cells represent obstacles. In order to evaluate the computational complexity and scalability of our algorithm, the environment is made up of the same 3 × 3 tiles as shown in Figure 2 (b). For instance, the 9 × 9 gridworld shown in Figure 2 (c) is made up of 9 such tiles, while the 6 × 6 gridworld in Figure 1 (b) in Section 2 is made up of 4 such tiles. Table 1 shows the interval maximum probabilities for the robot to reach the destination from the initial position, number of iterations and time needed for the iterative algorithm to converge. For example, the optimistic maximum reachability probability for the 9 × 9 gridworld is [0.2685, 0.6947], the pessimistic maximum reachability probability for the 18 × 18 gridworld is [0.1067, 0.4806]. We can see that the larger the size of the gridworld, the lower the reachability probability. This is because larger gridworld suggests a longer path for the robot to reach the destination, and greater chance to collide with obstacles. All the simulations are carried out on a Windows XP laptop, 1.60GHz, with 768 MB of RAM, using MATLAB 7.0. Our experimental results suggest that the time complexity of the interval value iteration is polynomial. The exact complexity characterization is a subject of current work.
Conclusions
The results described in this paper show that BMDPs can be used for probabilistic verification of uncertain systems. With proper restrictions on the reward and transition functions, the interval value function is well defined and bounded. We also analyze the convergence of iterative methods for computing the interval value function. These results allow us to solve a variety of new problems for BMDPs. The paper focuses on the maximum reachability probability problem. Additional verification problems are subject of current and future work.
